July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank
1

2

3

4

Programme
National Day Parade
2019

Genre

Variety

Crimewatch 2019

Information

Kin / KinShip

Drama

On The Red Dot 2019
– Old Enough! Sr 2

Information

Synopsis
This year’s “National Day Parade” tells the story of our
Lion City from past to present, and calls on all
Singaporeans to come together and be pioneers of our
nation’s future.
The programme showcases crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to
promote public awareness towards trending crimes.

A drama about the complexities of life, love and family
relationships affecting the Lohs, Shelleys, Hassans and
the Balas.
Features stories of determined pre-schoolers, tasked
by their parents, to run their first errands alone!

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank
5

6

7

Programme
Gardens By The Bay’
National Day Concert

Genre

Synopsis

Variety

Be entertained and sing along to Singapore’s best,
including Kit Chan, Dick Lee, Jasmine Sokka, Kumar,
Aisyah Aziz and many more!

“Talking Point” investigates a current issue or event,
offering different perspectives to local stories.
Talking Point 2019

Body and Soul Sr 7

No Place Like Home

Information

Information

Information

This studio-based health show brings together
experienced healthcare professionals to provide
insights on medical issues and health treatments. The
show also invites special celebrity guests to share their
personal experiences with the health topic for each
episode.
Join hosts Darren and Belinda as they explore the
various ways Singaporeans navigate their way through
decisions and choices when buying a new home.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank

Programme
On The Red Dot 2019
– What Failure Taught
Me

10

On The Red Dot –
Chef Mission 2

Genre
Information

Information

Synopsis
“On The Red Dot – What Failure Taught Me” features
personal stories of how determined and passionate
individuals overcome their failures to bounce back to
success.
Follow MasterChef winner Zander Ng as he goes on a
medical mission into the remote mountains of Iloilo to
meet the indigenous Aeta people; meets Shereen
Williams who has devoted her life to fighting racism
and social injustice in Wales and to Cambodia to meet
Chua Bee Ngoh, a 66-year-old Singaporean who is
changing lives in Prey Veng province.

Visit <https://tv.toggle.sg/en/channel5> to view these and other programmes from Channel 5*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank
1

Programme
Sian Chay
Bonding with Love
Charity Show 2019

Genre

Synopsis

Variety

An inaugural TV charity show hosted by Sian Chay
Medical Institution. Featuring local celebrities, Fish
Leong, Ricky Hsiao, Daniel Lo and many more.

善济全民爱心夜

2

National Day Parade
2019
国庆庆典2019

3

C.L.I.F. Sr 5
警徽天职之海岸卫队

4

Variety

Drama

Making of “All Is Well”
你那边怎样.我这边
OK制作特辑

Drama

This year’s “National Day Parade” tells the story of our
Lion City from past to present, and calls on all
Singaporeans to come together and be pioneers of our
nation’s future.
Coast guard Wang Man Ting watches over border
security and is an efficient leader. With a new batch of
recruits, will she be able to gain their allegiance with
her no-nonsense approach?
How do you watch a drama series with two parallel
plots? Cast from Singapore and Taiwan lets you in on the
drama based on the true story of Taiwan’s infamous
ATM-hacking crimes in 2016.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank
5

6

Programme
While You Were Away
㇐切从昏睡开始

My One in a Million
我的万里挑㇐

7

King of Culinary
三把刀

8

Tuesday Report – The
New Periphery
星期二特写：寻找新边

Genre

Synopsis

Drama

He Zi Jun (Shaun Chen) always thought he led a charmed
life; a good job, a happy marriage and a beautiful family,
until his wife Wu Sen Mei (Yvonne Lim) met with an
accident and fell into a coma.

Drama

Variety

Information

Shu Yu develops a clairvoyant ability to see a match
made in heaven. However, there is a curse – she will
remain single for the rest of her life! The only way to
break the curse is to match-make a jinxed person, Ding
Yi, who has no luck finding a girlfriend.
Uncovering the hidden culinary talents, and pitting them
against top local chefs for a cook-off. These talents could
be teachers, lawyers, designers with a day job but when
they get home, they turn into highly skilled chefs in their
own kitchen.
The series explores Singapore’s journey of nation
building; and how we found ourselves economic
opportunities and food sources.

际

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank

9

Programme

My Star Guide Sr 14
我的导游是明星 14

10

Genre

Synopsis

Variety

Back for its 14th season, the series features local
celebrities as they travel around the world, tasting
different culinary delicacies and visits to beautiful scenic
locations.

Crimewatch 2019
绳之以法 2019

Information

The programme showcase crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to promote
public awareness towards trending crimes.

Visit <https://tv.toggle.sg/en/channel8> to view these and other programmes from Channel 8*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank
1

Programme

Genre

National Day Parade
2019

Variety

国庆庆典2019

2

All is Well – Taiwan
你那边怎样.我这边OK -

Drama

台湾篇

3

Fixer Sr 3
线人 3

4

A Literary Feast
笔墨间的飨宴

Information

Information

Synopsis
This year’s “National Day Parade” tells the story of our
Lion City from past to present, and calls on all
Singaporeans to come together and be pioneers of our
nation’s future.
Eric Loke, an intelligent bank staff who has faked his
university degree, is embroiled in an ATM hacking case in
Taiwan. Together with his childhood friend Ye Dong
Huang, they run into more trouble while hiding away
from the police, while Eric tries to prove his innocence.
“Fixer” is a group of righteous people who help to uphold
social justice, exposing the truth and create social
awareness. Through their reporting power and
intervention, the people and issues involved can get the
right attention and assistance.
“A Literary Feast” features delectable dishes from
renowned literary novels, and explores the hidden stories
behind each dish.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank
5

6

Programme

Genre

Twilight Years
边缘老人

Forbidding No More
极境之旅

7

8

Meat and Greed Sr 2
无肉不欢 2

From Beijing to
Moscow
北京到莫斯科

Information

Information

Variety

Drama

Synopsis
This documentary series takes a hard look at some of the
issues facing our elderly in pockets of Asia and other parts
of the world. These issues include elderly suicide, frauds
and old folks putting themselves up for adoption.
The series takes us to ‘inaccessible’ countries such as Iran,
Cuba and North Korea to explore what culture and
attractions these locations have to offer.

The food show that is a carnivore’s delight! The series
explores and hunts down the best and tastiest meat
dishes Singapore has to offer – from sizzling barbecues to
juicy handmade burgers.
A devastating car accident leaves Kai Xiang with no
memory of who he or his wife Xiao Qi, is. In an effort to
recover lost memories and rekindle their love, they
decide to undertake the journey where they first fell in
love - on the Trans-Siberian railway.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank

9

Programme

Genre

Old Taste Detective
古早味侦探

10

True Lies
大话精

Information

Drama

Synopsis
The taste of cuisine morphs through time, and often
differs from original versions. In “Old Taste Detective”,
the host together with a renowned chef will revisit the
popular local traditional cuisines and attempt to recreate
the original taste long forgotten by diners.
A man with a habit of lying finds out that all his lies turn
into reality. This unexpected power upends his life and he
faces terrible consequences because of the changes. With
lies turning into reality, will this be a blessing or a curse?

Visit <https://tv.toggle.sg/en/channelu> to view these and other programmes from Channel U*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank
1

2

3

4

Programme

Hawkers in Our Centre

For Food’s Sake! Sr 2

Raffles: An Icon
Reborn

The Big Boss: A 21st
Century Criminal

Genre

Information

Synopsis
From street peddlers to food masters in hawker centres,
hawkers have been feeding Singaporeans for over a
century. How did this humble trade become our national
culture, and can this heritage survive?

Information

Uncover shocking stories, surprising facts and unlikely
events behind the price hikes of some of our most loved
common food items.

Information

What does it take to restore a 132-year-old heritage
hotel? Take an exclusive look at Raffle’s Hotel first major
overhaul in 30 years.

Information

How an encryption expert morphed into a criminal
mastermind. “The Big Boss” reveals how, from his base
in the Philippines, Paul LeRoux used a lethal combination
of bribery and violence to build his global empire.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank
5

6

7

8

Programme

Wild City: Secret
World

Singapore Mosaic

Belly of a Nation

Wild City: Forest Life

Genre

Information

Information

Information

Information

Synopsis
Almost 30,000 species of animals make their home in
Singapore, but many of them remain invisible to us.
Voiced by naturalist Nick Baker, this is an exhilarating
documentation of Singapore’s surprising wildlife.
Beyond Singapore’s main ethnic groups of Chinese, Malay
and Indians, there are many smaller groups who have
been part of our rich cultural heritage going back to the
1800s.
This two-part documentary goes into the hearts and
minds of Singapore’s hawkers while paying homage to
the amazing dishes that they serve.

Sir David Attenborough takes us on a journey into
Singapore’s last remaining rainforests, to discover
fascinating jungle wildlife that live and thrive on the city
fringes.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

Programme

On The Red Dot – Chef
Mission 2

10

India on Film

Genre

Information

Information

Synopsis
Follow MasterChef winner Zander Ng as he goes on a
medical mission into the remote mountains of Iloilo to
meet the indigenous Aeta people; meets Shereen
Williams who has devoted her life to fighting racism and
social injustice in Wales and to Cambodia to meet Chua
Bee Ngoh, a 66-year-old Singaporean who is changing
lives in Prey Veng province.
“India on Film” explores the earliest footage of India.
Restored by the British Film Institute, it reveals an India
bursting with vibrancy, colour and contrast. Worldrenowned experts and contributors talk through scenes
that include the historic and the everyday.

Visit <https://www.cna.asia/vod> to view these and other programmes from CNA*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]
Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank

1

2

3

4

Programme

Sheng Siong Live!
2019

Rayakustika 2019

SG Mania Sr 3

Di Puncak Rahmah
(The peak of Mt.
Rahmah)

Genre

Variety

Variety

Variety

Drama

Synopsis
Hosted by Suhaimi Yusof and Farhana M Noor, Sheng
Siong LIVE! 2019 is a fun family entertainment show
packed with performances and interactive games. Be
enthralled with performances by Ryan Sufiyan, Huda
Ramdzan, Elfee Ismail & Zarul Umbrella.
Featuring Hari Raya performances from local and
Malaysian artistes, and interviews from invited guests
where they share personal stories that revolve around
the theme of ‘sacrifice’.
A singing competition where 12 participants showcase
their vocal strengths and vie for the top spot.

Adam is a doting father to his two children and always
puts others ahead of himself. One day Adam receives a
call from his ex-wife Eva who had walked out of the
family 20 years ago.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank
5

6

7

8

Programme
Perbarisan Hari
Kebangsaan 2019
(National Day Parade
2019)
Lesung
(Pestle and Mortar)

Jejak Kita
(Our Footprints)

Jejak Jenayah 2019
(Crimewatch 2019)

Genre

Variety

Information

Information

Information

Synopsis
This year’s “National Day Parade” tells the story of our
Lion City from past to present, and calls on all
Singaporeans to come together and be pioneers of our
nation’s future.
“Lesung” is a cooking show that blends traditional and
modern food demonstration with a light-hearted family
drama.

Journey through past and present Singapore as we
discover stories of Singapore and what makes us
uniquely Singaporean today.

The programme highlights crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force and dispenses crime prevention
advice to promote public awareness.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank

Programme
Juri
(Jury)

10

Zaman Sekolah Sr 3
(School Days Sr 3)

Genre

Synopsis

Information

“Juri” gives viewers insights into the legal process with
interviews from lawyers and experts on law and
procedure behind real-life cases.

Variety

“Zaman Sekolah” is back with its 3rd season with hosts
Suhaimi Yusof and AB Shaik, who discuss weekly topics
with invited celebrities of various ages so that
different experiences and stories will be shared about
their secondary school days.

Visit <https://tv.toggle.sg/en/suria> to view these and other programmes from Suria*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank
1

2

3

4

Programme
Dhaesiya Dhina
Anivaguppu 2019
(National Day Parade
2019)

Kutra Kannkaanippu 2019
(Crimewatch 2019)

Suvai Sr 5
(Delicious Sr 5)

Kaadhal Galata
(Love Mayhem)

Genre

Variety

Information

Synopsis
This year’s “National Day Parade” tells the story of our
Lion City from past to present, and calls on all
Singaporeans to come together and be pioneers of our
nation’s future.
The programme highlights crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force and dispenses crime
prevention advice to promote public awareness.

Information

18 couples vie to be this season's grand champion in a
battle of tastes as they outdo and impress resident
judge, Chef Bala and a guest judge of the week.

Drama

Widower, Ravindran hopes to keep his promise to his
late wife, Parvathy, by getting his daughters to marry
in a chronological order. This starts off a chain of
hilarious events.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank
5

6

7

Programme

Genre
Pettai
(District)

Moondravathu Kann
(Third Eye)

Aaruvathu Sinam
(The Sixth Sin)

Information

Drama

Drama

8
Vasantham Live @ KL

Variety

Synopsis
“Pettai” is a talk show for senior citizens by senior
citizens. Join local celebrities, Elango, Kalah, J-Boy aka
Jayaram and Sokki who talk about everything
important to the elderly community.
The drama revolves around Rana Krisnakumar and his
team of private detectives. After a career in
criminology, Rana decides to venture to set up Third
Eye Detectives, a private investigation company.
Aarthi and Saswin are childhood sweethearts who
share the perfect love story. But a murder mystery and
a myriad of trials and tribulations forces the lovers
apart. Will true love ultimately triumph?
The live entertainment roadshow by Vasantham and
Oli 96.8FM was held in the Malaysian capital. The
programme features celebrities from Vasantham and
Oli 96.8 as they entertain a live audience with song
and dance.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2019 to September 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank

9

10

Programme

Enna Nadakuthu 7
(What’s Happening 7)

Thuninthu Sel
(Go Bravely)

Genre

Variety

Information

Synopsis
Hosted by artistes Kather and Kishore Kumaran, “Enna
Nadakuthu” is a wholesome family variety series
infused with multiple entertaining segments such as
stand-up comedy by guest celebrities, interviews and
games.
Hosted by Kumar, each week he meets interesting
candidates who have taken their privileged lives for
granted and takes them on a trip they will never
forget.

Visit <https://tv.toggle.sg/en/vasantham> to view these and other programmes from Vasantham*

Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

